This release addresses the following Service Request:

**Service Request 100206**

As per Service Request 100206, transactions generated by the PIP Open Enrollment process, should be made available to campuses as part of the ‘advance’ CTL updates to establish new values in the PPS Benefits Rates Table.

This release will update the new 2014 rates for medical, dental, vision, and legal plans covering represented and unrepresented employees plus post-doctoral scholars.

**Table Updates**

**Benefits Rates Table**

SR100206 has provided the Benefits Rates Table update transactions (medical, dental, vision, and legal) for the 2014 Open Enrollment Rate changes.

Locations will use these Advance Benefits Plan transactions to update the Benefits Rates Table.
Installation Instructions

Execute PPP004 to update the following DB2 CTL table with release transactions.

- Benefits Rates Table (14) – Use the appropriate file in the CARDLIB described below:
  1. Open Enrollment Transactions - SR100206:
     a. All Campuses (including UCLA, UCSD and Irvine):
        i. BRTPRODR - Represented rates
        ii. BRTPRODP - Post-Doctoral Scholars rates
        iii. BRTPRODU - Unrepresented Benefit Default rates
     b. UCB only – GS and KB rates:
        i. BRTPROD1 - Collective Bargaining rates for GS and KB bargaining units
     d. UCLA only - K4 and KM rates:
        i. BRTPROD4 - Collective Bargaining rates for K4 bargaining unit
        ii. BRTPRODM - Collective Bargaining rates for KM bargaining unit
     e. UCSD only – K6 rates:
        ii. BRTPROD6 - Collective Bargaining rates for K6 bargaining unit
     f. UCSC only – K7 and F7 rates:
        BRTPROD7 - Collective Bargaining rates for K7 and F7 bargaining units
     g. Irvine only – K9 rates:
        BRTPROD9 - Collective Bargaining rates for K9 bargaining unit

Timing of Installation

The timing of this release is date mandated. Advance Benefits Rates Table transactions must be applied to the control tables after completion of all payroll processing for the month of November but prior to the first compute for December 2013 earnings.

If you are following the 2013 Year End Schedule document, these updates are the "CTL Update - Apply Advance Updates" step on that schedule. As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible. As always, this update should be applied to production data only as approved by your campus Payroll Manager.

Functional questions regarding the Benefits Rates Table Updates for 2014 Open Enrollment should be addressed to Debbie Husary of Human Resources at (510) 987-9257 or Debbie.Husary@ucop.edu.

For technical questions, please send electronic mail to Kathy.Stevens@ucop.edu, or call (510) 987-0441.

Kathy Stevens